English Courses at King’s, 2024-25

For course descriptions, visit https://www.kings.uwo.ca/academics/english/english-course-offerings/

For the timetable, visit https://www.registrar.uwo.ca/academics/timetables.html

For assistance, contact the Academic Program Advisor for English, S. Hurren: https://www.kings.uwo.ca/academics/english/english-faculty/

Summer 2024

1024E (Forms of Fiction) ONLINE Dr. Kelly

2033E (Children’s Literature) ONLINE Dr. Hartley

2024-25

1020E/570 (Understanding Literature Today) Dr. Hartley
1020E/670 (Understanding Literature Today) ONLINE Dr. Hartley
1024E (Forms of Fiction) Dr. Kelly
1027F (The Storyteller’s Art I: Introduction to Narrative) Dr. Dowdell
1028G (The Storyteller’s Art II: Topics in Narrative—Climate Change Fiction) Dr. Colangelo
1901E (Foundations in the New Liberal Arts) Dr. Clausius
2033E (Children’s Literature) Dr. Hartley
2071F (Speculative Fiction: Science Fiction) Dr. Kelly
2072G (Speculative Fiction: Fantasy) Dr. Kelly
2202G (Poetics) Dr. Rae
2262F (Water and Our World) Dr. Cull
2299F (Critical Practice) Dr. Dowdell
2301E (British Literature Survey) Dr. Werstine
3261F (Psychoanalysis and Literature) Dr. Dowdell
3330E (Shakespeare) Dr. Werstine
3377E (20th Century British and Irish Literature) Dr. Patton
3702E (Consuming Women) Dr. Lysack
3999G (Creative Writing) Dr. Colangelo

4851G (Seminar in Literary Studies: Disruptive Bodies: Movement as Metaphor) Dr. Natarajan
4881F (Seminar in Literary Studies: Festival City: Stratford as a Hub of Canadian Literature and Drama) Dr. Rae

*Remember to visit the Western English Department website in order to see a complete list all of the fourth-year seminars to be offered in 2024-25 at King’s, Western, and Huron:*

[https://www.uwo.ca/english/english_studies/courses/index.html](https://www.uwo.ca/english/english_studies/courses/index.html)